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COMMENTS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOPOS THEORY

F. WILLIAM LAWVERE

Presentation

Summarizing several threads in the development of the Elementary Theory of Toposes in
its first 30 years 1970-2000, this historical article prepares the reader for later publication
such as Johnstone’s Elephant (2002) and for the author’s own steps toward an improved
foundation for algebraic geometry in the Grothendieck spirit, but using the tools of cate-
gorical logic and taking up the theme of axiomatic cohesion.

Addendum:
An important fact should be noted. It was inaccessible to me at the time of writing this
historical paper. It concerns the origins of the function-space concept that now embodies
the basic topological example of cartesian-closed category. I cited seven contributors to
that subject at the end of section 4. Later, when I telephoned David Gale to inquire
about his 1950 paper, he informed me that indeed it was in lectures at Princeton in the
late 1940’s that Witold Hurewicz defined and used the notion of k-spaces to present his
solution of the problem that he had posed to Fox (and which Fox had solved for the se-
quential case in the work cited here). It seems that (directly or indirectly) it was Hurewicz
himself who by that example inspired the other six works cited here.

There are two corrections to note:
On p. 719, the caption on the photo of the author should read F. William Lawvere.
On p. 734, the author’s address should read:
244 Mathematics Building
UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO
The State University of New York
Buffalo, N.Y. 14260
USA
wlawvere@buffalo.edu
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